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The prairie is a beautiful place where plants have lived for hundreds of years.
If you see a natural prairie in different seasons, you see bright flowers and tall
grasses. In early spring you see shooting stars and violets, and the spring grasses
begin to grow. The prairie is very wet then since winter snows melt and leave ponds.
There are two kinds of prairie grasses, one that grows a lot in spring, another that
grows a lot in summer.
In summer the grasses are so tall you can’t see low-growing flowers, but you do
see the tall black-eyed Susan. Summer was the prairie’s biggest season. In summer,
there was so much tall grass that people called it a sea of grass that grew as tall as
people. When pioneers were in the prairie, sometimes they got lost and would use a
very tall plant called the compass plant to find their way. The compass plant’s leaves
turned during the day to follow the sunlight. Thousands of animals lived in this
grassy area, including bison that grazed on the plants.
In autumn, more flowers bloom—the asters brighten the prairie. The leaves of
many prairie plants turn gold in autumn as the grasses dry. In autumn, when the
grasses are dry, natural fires take place. Those fires start by lightning. Acres and
acres of prairie can burn in one natural fire. When the grasses burn, the native
prairie plants do not die. In fact, the fires help the grasses keep the prairie for
themselves. Most plants, especially trees, depend on their tips to grow. You’ll see
why those are so important—and you should never cut those buds, that would be a
problem. Look at the tips and you will see that trees have new buds in spring, and
that is where they grow.
Here is the special way the prairie has survived despite challenges. If a tree
loses its branches, it will not grow again. That’s a sad ending for that tree. But
grasses do not need their leaves to grow back. They grow from their roots, and the
fires do not burn those roots. So every year, the lightning fires are like gardeners
weeding the prairie of plants that do not grow there. The prairie plants were like
gardeners, too, because as their leaves died they fertilized the soil.
Some prairie animals migrate in winter to warmer places where they will find
food. Some stay in the prairie through winter. And some hibernate. For example,
some frogs dig holes under the ground and sleep through the cold prairie winter.
Thousands of bison and hundreds of birds and other animals that used to live in this
area are gone, but they did not migrate. They left because their habitat was
destroyed. There is hope for the prairie, those animals will be able to live in this area
again. Thoughtful people are restoring the prairie at Midewin National Tallgrass
prairie. One day that area will look as it did when the bison lived there and the
Potowatomi hunted here.
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Directions: Choose the best answer for each question
1. Which of these words tells you this is an
2. Which of these words tells you this is an
opinion? “The prairie is a beautiful place where
opinion? “Here is the special way the prairie
plants have lived and bloomed for centuries.”
has survived despite challenges.”
a. prairie

a. special

b. beautiful

b. prairie

c. centuries

c. despite

d. bloomed

d. challenges

3. Which of these is a fact?

4. Which of these phrases tells you it is an
opinion?

a. That’s a sad ending for the tree.
a. a special place
b. Look at the buds.
b. restoring the prairie
c. Grasses do not need their leaves.
c. one day
d. Thoughtful people are restoring the prairie.
d. the bison lived here
5. Choose a sentence that tells an opinion in this passage.
___________________________________________________________________
How do you know it tells an opinion?
___________________________________________________________________
TEACHER NOTES: Develop Students’ Skills: Exercise Thinking
These questions have not been validated, so decisions about student’s achievement should not be made
based on their responses. They are intended to exercise skills. Recommended activities include: students
work in pairs to choose the best response; give students the questions without the responses so they generate
their own answers; students make up additional questions; students make up questions like these for another
passage.
Answers: You can remove this answer key and then give it to students and ask them
to figure out the basis for the correct response.
Item
Answer

1
b

2
a

3
c

4
a

Question 5 is open-ended. Here is a suggested response.
5.Students should identify a statement of opinion and explain that it is not a fact.
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The Republic of Zambia is a country in southern Africa. It is bordered by the Democratic
Republic of the Congo to the north, Tanzania to the northeast, and Malawi to the east. To the south
are Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Botswana, and Namibia. Angola is its neighbor to the west. Its capital is
Lusaka. It is in the south.
Most of the residents live around the capital and the Copperbelt to the central northwest. The
population of all of Zambia is about 11.6 million. They have a great history.
The Khoi-San people, who were migratory hunter-gatherers, were the first to live in Zambia.
Anthropologists study peoples’ pasts. Years ago, anthropologists found that by the 12th century,
other people came. They were Bantu-speaking peoples. Those tribes are the peoples who continue to
live in Zambia today. This has been their land for hundreds of years.
Sometimes history is not fair, as you will find when you learn about Zambia. Other people
came and took control of this land for about three centuries. At first, explorers came. They came
from Europe. One was David Livingstone. He was an explorer who “discovered” Victoria Falls –
the biggest waterfall in Africa. Livingstone was not the first person to see the falls. So he did not
discover them. But he was the first European to see them, and he named the falls after Queen
Victoria of England. The name for the falls in the local Tonga language is “The Smoke that
Thunders.” That is a much better a name. In the rainy season the falls splash so much that you can’t
see through them. They make great loud sounds.
Zambia has many mineral resources, like copper, cobalt, magnesium and more. In the late 19th
century, British explorers were able to gain mining rights in Zambia. They took over an area they
called Northern Rhodesia. The people who had lived there for centuries no longer were in charge.
But they kept trying to get their country back. In 1964, Northern Rhodesia declared independence
from Great Britain and re-named itself Zambia.
Zambia has nine provinces and over 70 tribes. English is the national language. It is the
language of instruction in school. But there are over 70 local languages spoken, too. Most the
languages are Bantu languages. Those languages are part of the country’s history.
Zambia does not have any seashore. So it has to work with other countries to ship goods. In
the 1970s, Zambia worked with the Chinese and the Tanzanian governments to build a railroad from
Zambia to Dar es Salaam. Dar es Salaam is the capital of Tanzania. It is an important global seaport.
Zambia is a very beautiful and peaceful African country. From the falls in the south, to the
high wide plateaus of the north, to the national parks, to the dancing of the traditional tribal
ceremonies, Zambia’s tourism ad campaign that states Zambia is the “Real Africa” couldn’t more
true.
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Directions: Choose the best answer for each question.
6. Which of these words tells you this sentence
7. Which of these statements is a fact?
is an opinion? “Sometimes history is not fair, as
you will learn when you read about Zambia.
a. There are over 70 local languages spoken as
a. sometimes
well.
b. fair

b. Zambia is a very beautiful country.

c. learn

c. Zambia is the real Africa.

d. find

d. They have a great history?

8. Which words tell you this statement is a fact?
“Remarkably, anthropologists found that by the
12th century other people came.”

9. Which of these statements is an opinion?
a. Obviously, Livingstone was not the first
person to see the falls.

a. Years ago
b. So he did not discover them.
b. anthropologists found
c. by the 12th century

c. Other people came and took control.
d. That is a much better name.

d. other people came
10. Write your own answer to this question.
Choose a sentence from the passage that is a fact. Write it here.
___________________________________________________________________
How do you know it is a fact?
___________________________________________________________________
TEACHER NOTES: Develop Students’ Skills: Exercise Thinking
These questions have not been validated, so decisions about student’s achievement should not be
made based on their responses. They are intended to exercise skills. Recommended activities
include: students work in pairs to choose the best response; give students the questions without the
responses so they generate their own answers; students make up additional questions; students
make up questions like these for another passage.
Answers: You can remove this answer key and then give it to students and ask them
to figure out the basis for the correct response.
Item
6
7
8
9
Answer b
a
b
d
Question 10 is open-ended. Here is a suggested response.
10. Students should identify a fact and explain that it is verifiable.

